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Jan Summerson and M. lee Bishop 
EIS OFFICE, U.S. Department of Energy 
OffIce of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management 
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Las Vegas, NV89134 I 
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RE: The Ttmbisha Shoshone Tribe's commen~on draft Repository 
Supplemental Environmental Impact State ent and draft Nevada 
Rail Corridor/Alignment Environmentaf Imp ct Statement 

Dear Ms. Summerson and Mr. Bishop: I 
The l1mbisha Shoshone Tribe (the "Tribe") is an ffected Indian tribe 
under the Nuclear Waste Policy Act of 1987, as it ended (the "NWPA"). 
The Tribe has prepared and submits the following comments on the draft 
Repository Supplemental Environmental Impact atement and draft 
Nevada Rail Corridor/Alignment Environmental' pact Statement. The 
Tribe would like the Department of Energy (the II E" to acknowledge 
that an independent detailed analysis by the Tri~ of several areas of 
concern has not taken place as of the submission of these comments. 
n,is analysis has not taken place as DOE to date has failed to provide the 
Tribe with the resources needed for adequate pa icipation in these 
proceedings. The Tribe as an affected Indian tri under the NWPA has a 
right to fun participation in the oversight of the Yu ca Mountain licensing 
process, which includes commenting on these d ments. In order to 
fuRy participate the law requires DOE to provide a equate funding to 
affected Indian tribes in order to secure proper J1 u.rces for such 
participation. Other affected units of govemment ave received funding 
for this 'process since the late 1980s. The Tribe nt only is impacted by 
the proj~. but must also review large quantities f material that are . 
critical to its participation in these proceedings. T is participation Includes. 
the review of the SEIS documents that are the su ~ct of this letter. The 
Tribe first and foremost requests a 90 day extens of "the comment 
period to allow for a more detailed review and opp.ortunity to provide more 
detailed and substantive comments. In the eventlsuch extension is not 
granted the Tlibe requests that DOE consider thei comments set forth . 
below.. . ' I 

i 
. I 

TIle Tribe has particular concerns as to the a reas I of water resources .. 
cultural resourceS, air quality, and transportation itnPacts. The Trille also 
·concurs with many of 1I1e concerns set forth in the comment letter . 
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submitted by Inyo County on December 18, 2007 'which are restated 
below. 

Aquifer 

The Tribe shares many of theconcems raised Inyo County relating to 
groundwater impacts. A glaring omission in t e draft SEIS Is that it 
contains no meaningful assessment of potentl I fmpacts to the lower 
carbonate aquifer (LCA). The draft. SEIS makes 0 predictions. based on 
water infiltration and waste package corrosio rates, or groundwater 
migration times, of the severity or timeframe for i pads to the LeA, or Its 
disCharges points in the Park. Accordingly, th draft SEIS cOfltaln no 
impact assessment for plant life. wildlife, wildlife habitat or drinking water 
supplies of the Tribe and in the Park that could tentially be impacted by 
migrating radiouclldes from the repository. 

The 2002 Final Environmental Impact Sta ment for a Geologic 
Repository at Yucca Mountain, Nevada (2002 F IS) frequently references 
ongoing studies relating to groundwater impa ,but the draft SEIS 
contains little new information on studies condu by the DOE, the State 
of Nevada, or Nye and fnyo Counties. Nor does~ I reference any studies or 
information conducted by the Trib.9 as to water q ality or quantity tllat may 
be impacted by the project. DOE concedes th t Death Valley proper is 
the regional hydrological sink for surface and gro ndwaier, yet the Tribe is 
not mentioned in terms of groundwater Impacts· from the repository. The 
Yucca Mountain regional hydrographic map on~ge 3 .. 33 (Figure 3.9) in 
the "Affected Environmenf' section conveniently omits Califomia In terms 
of hydrographic areas, even though maps on pa as 3-28 (figure 3-7) and 
3-30 (Figure 3-8) clearly show Inyo County an Death VaHey as part of 
Death Valley regional groundwater flow system,! receiving flow from both 
the volcanic aquifers and the LCA. The Trib, has lands within these 
areas and its groundwater supply could be signi~ntIy impacted. 

,. 
I , 

Currently, an upper gradient exists in the LeA, which causes LeA water to 
move upward in to the volcanic aquifers because! 01 a steep down gradient 
found in the vicinity of Yucca Mountain. The OC>E argues that the upper 
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gradient will prevent migration of radlonuclides irom the repository to the 
LeA. While Inyo's soientific data supports this conclusion, tile upper 
gradient is ephemeral and very fragile. The Upper gradient could be 
degraded by regional groundwater pumping, ~ath from the LCA and 
volcanic aquifers. The DOE maintains tha~ the future effects of 
groundwater pumping are highly speculative, an~ need not be considered 
in any NEPA analysis. Therefore, there is no ~aIYSiS from groundwater 
pumping in the region. and no regulatory measu es to maintain the upper 
gradient. The Tribe strongly disagrees with s assertion. A~ 'the very 
least, DOE should consider present pumping r es and its impact an the 
upper gradient and radionuclide migration. Any NEPA analysis of 
repository perfOrmance and radionuclide migratiqn that does not take Into 
account the effects of groundwater pumping is i~plete and completely 
inadequate. : 

i 
Ct.", up OT remediatipn plan 'OT cad;onucn~es sudaclaq at Alkali 
FIat/Franklin Lake Plan I 

I 
The 2002 FEIS s1ates that water from beneath Yucca Mountain surfaces 
at Alkali Flat and Franklin Lake Playa. and the 169,000 people could be 
exposed to contaminated groundwater. It is the DOE's responsibility to 
implement a mitigation/remediation plan, and a~ evacuation plan should 
the repository suffer a catastrophic failure. 1 

Inadequate analysis' relating to soclo .. ,conomib Impacts to the Tribe 
I 

The DOE does not address any potential impacts\that the Tribe may suffer 
as a result of this project. However. the Tribe clqarly is located within the 
"region of Influence. The DOE analysis as to th~ Tribe is incomplete and 
entirely inadequate because it falls to define the r~gion of influence for the 
Impacts created by the proposed .action. ' . 

Inadequate analYsis "latlng to reasonabf. ./fern.tives (0 the 
Callent. 'Rail Cpa/rioT i 

i 

The draft Rail EIS states that if the Caliente Rail ~orridor is not completed, 
that the future course is "uncertain" with regatds to transportation of 
nuclear materiars to Yucca Mountain. If the Caliente Rail Corridor fails, 
truck bansport wiM become the preferred meth~ transportation to the 
repository. Yet the draft Rail Corridor/Alignment . IS contains no analysis 
for a mostly truck shipping scenario, which uld be considered a 
reasonable attemative, given the massive unc~rtainty surrounding the 
Caliente Rail Corridor. This will be the largest rail con$truction project in 
80 years, and will cost $2.5-$3 billion dollars 10 cqmplete the rail line. The 
Caliente Rail Corridor also faces several engi~rlng challenges, as the 
route traverses seven north-south mountain ranges with steep grades, 
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and numerous areas prone to flash flooding. ThJ Caliente Rail Route will 
. also impact grazing allotments by local iranchers. and .require 
approximately 175 new groundwater wens to be~rmed along the route to 
support construction. Given the uncertainW' with cost, engineering 
challenges. and land-use conflicts, the prospe s of the Caliente Rail 
Corridor being completed is highly questiona e. Therefore, the DOE 
should be required to analyze a "mostly truck" ~hipping campaign as a 
reasonable alternative to the Caliente Rail Corridqr. 

i . 
I 

Transportation. Aging, and Dispos'" Canister I 
i 

The Transportation, Aging. and Disposal (TAD) i' oister Is a multi-purpose 
canister designed to simplify the transport proce 5 and reduce exposure 
to highly radioactive spent fuel rods. The TA u1i1izes one packaging 
system for spent fuel when it leaves the reactor s' e, 

o I 

U~ of the TAD canister system wi II Slgnifi~ntlY increase workers' 
radiological exposure and the risks associated ith handnng bare spent 
fuel assemblies, and loading and welding canlste at reactor sites. There 
also are uncertainties regarding acceptance of t. e TAD canisters at the 
repository and the potential return of rejected l' os to originating sites. 
The Final SEIS should thoroughly assess th risks and impacts to 
workers. surrounding communities, the environ ent. and populations in 
transit (highways, rail) at reactor sites from usi 9 the TAD system. In 
addition, the Final EIS shouJd analyze how the 0 system will interface 
with the dry cask storage system at reactor site~ as well as analyze its 
costs and financial arrangements for paying for ~ TAD system at reactor 
sites. All four Califc;>rnia commercial reactor sit~ (Diablo Canyon, San 
Onofre. Rancho Seco, and Humboldt Bay) mayl have specific problems 
with the proposed TAD system. All commercial ~eactors in Califomia are 
either planning to transfer or have transferred all qr a portion of their spent 
fuel into dry cask storage. Finally, because TADsiwill be paekaged by the 
individual utilities offsite and then shipped to Yu~ca Mountain, inspection 
of the TAD by the DOE before emplacement is ~rltical to the repository's 
performance. . i 

I 
The Final EIS also should assess how the TA~ system would work at 
decommissioned reactors where the spent fuel ~andling equipment and 
facilities have been removed and no longer remail\1 onsite. All of the spent 
fuel at Rancho Seco, which is in the final stages~ decommiSSioning, has 
been transferred into dfY storage using multi-purp se canisters. The Final 
SEIS should evaluate how the TAD s tern would work at 
decommissioned reactors, where spent· fuel h ndUng equipment and 
facilities have been dismantled and removed fnj)m the site. The Final 
SEIS should Identify who is responsible for bui,ding facilities to house 
spent handling operations and how would the co~ts, liability, and impacts 
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associated wfth transferring spent fuel into 11'\0s at reactor site$ be 
handled. About 10% of all spent fuel rods have broken due to gamma ray 
exposure during fission. These broken rods a~ not compatible with the 
TAD. Consequently, the Final EIS should identi1(Y and analyze how these 
broken rods will be shipped to the reposltory~1 The Tribe also remains 
concerned that the TAD will not be cert' by the U.S. Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission before submission 1of the DOE's License 
Application. Given the massive uncertainty surr~nding the TAD. U'le Final 
SEIS must evaluate alternatives if the TAD sys,m does not prove to be 
suitable, due to its cost andlor risk. . , 

I , 
I 

POtent/ttl truck transportation of aucl", q,atarlals on California 
High."avs1Z7 and 17' i 

I 
The Tribe is very concerned about the potential ~ r nuclear materials to be 
shipped to YU<:C8 Mountain on California State ighways 127 and/or 179 
given the uncertainties surrounding the Caliente ait Corridor .. While these 
alternative truck routes have not yet been de ignated, the Draft SEtS 
estimates that appro)(imately 755 rail casks woul be transported through 
California to the repository (8% of total shipme ts) and 857 truck casks 
(32% of tolal) if the Caliente Rail Corridor is nstructed and used. It 
should be· noted that the State of Nevada has timated a potential for 
larger numbers of rail cask shipments to Y cea Mountain through 
California for both the Caliente Rail Corridor (as many as 4,400 casks or 
45% of the total shipments). Under the terms ~f the $tandard contracts 
between the DOE and the utilities, 47% of the waiste shipments in the first 
five years of the program wnl originate at sites ~ithout rail access. There 
will be a huge incentive for DOE to begin its ship~ng campaign with truck 
snipments. i 
Highways 127 and 178 began Originally as w~gon routes across the 
desert, and do not take into account the engi~eering demands that a 
prolonged truck shipping campaign of nuclear material will place on the 
roadways. These highways are inadequate for trleck shipping campaigns 
for many reasons: . 

1.Two-lane highway from San Bernardino County line to Nye County line 
2. Umited passing lanes ' 
3. Umited areas of highway shoulder 1\ 

4. Few turnoffs -
5. Flooding from the Amargosa River dUring spring run off or during other 
flood events ! 

The first responder to any release of nuclear material in Southeast Inyo 
County is the Southem Inyo Fire Protection District (SlFPD). The StFPD 
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has a volunteer staff of approximately 10, with orts full time paid employee 
who acts as Chief. Response times vary bas~ on the location of an 
Incident. In the past the nearest major hospital f~cilities are In Las Vegas 
or Barstow, depending on the site of the Incid~nt It is unclear whether 
these facilities are properly equipped or 1raineq to handle persons who 
have been exposed to radioactive materials. Tra1' times to these facilities 
range from one and a half to three hours s",ay from potential truck 
shipping routes in and near the TribeJs landS!. Currently. there is no 
reglona' communication network that could alert r~sidents and visitors to a 
radioactive release. ! 

i 
i 

The DOE maintains that these routes ~ currently not under 
consideration as truck transport routes. ever, due to lingering 
uncertainties regarding the TAD canister, the C fiente Rail Corridor, and 
Clark County's steadfast opposition to nuclear~' shipments through Las 
Vegas, truck transport appears to be the m st probable method of 
transporting nuclear materials to Yucca Mounta n. This belief is further 
strengthened by the fact that the DOE currently sea State' HighWay 127 
and 178 for low-level waste transport to and from ~e Nevada Test Site. 

The Tribe believes that SectiQn 180 (c) of the N~lear Waste Policy Act, 
which provides grants to affected states and tribe for response training, is 
ineffective both in funding and scope, to ade , atety train emergency 
responders to deal with a nuclear release. ' 

Other Tl1Insportation Issues 
, 

The Draft SEIS does not consider l'worst-case" i accidents in its NEPA 
analysis because such combinations of factorsl were consfdered "not 
reasonably foreseeable." Yet, the Draft SEIS ack~owledges that clean-up 
costs after a very severe transportation inciden~ involving a repository 
shipment resulting in the release of radioactive m.tertal could range from 
$300,000 to $10 billion. The Final SEIS should ev~luate the impacts from 
a credible worst-case transportation accident or ,terrorist attack, as well as 
other accidents scenarios caused by human error. ! 

; 
A National Academy of Sciences (NAS) study recdmmended that detailed 
surveys of transportation routes for spent fuel be d~ne to identify potontial 
hazards that could lead to or exacerbate extreme $,ccidents involving very 
long duration. fully engulfing fires and that steps, 8~ou'd be takef1 to avoid 
or mitigate such hazards. The Final SErs shoulkl identify the shipping 
conidors and include route-specific analyses 'JOat identify potential 
hazards along shipment routes. The risk analySes should Include the 
potential consequences of a severe accident or terrorist attack involving 
extreme, long duration fire conditrons that exceed! package performance 
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requirements. The Final SEIS should also consider the impact of human 
error as well as the potential for unique local CO~ditions to exacerbate the 
consequences of accidents or terrorist aUac •. Certain segments of 
possible routes in California could provide conditions in which an accident 
or terrorist attack could exceed the spent fuel packaging performance 
requirements. Two major highway accidents t at occurred this year on 
California highways (one in the Bay Area and 0 e in Santa Clarita tunnel 
fire) are being investigated to determine whet er these accidents may 
have resulted in conditions. in particular fif temperatures and fire 
durations, which approached or exceeded packagi.ng performance 
requirements. Similarly nearly half of the 16 istorioaf severe accident 
scenarios that were examined in the NAS 2 06 study on spent fuel 
transp~>rt safety occurred in California. The Fin I SEIS should examine 
credible accident scenarios that could exceed packaging performance 
standards. t 

No filii! u,s. Envlronmentall'r!ol!c!tlim Aaen~~ compliance iflndattl 
- I 

The final U.S. Environmental Protection Agent' (EPA) rule regarding 
acceptable radiation dose rates at the compli ooe point, located near 
Nevada Test Site Gate 5-10, has not yet been fin lized. It should be noted 
that this is the only compliance point for th~ entire repository. The 
compliance point also appears to have been sel~ because it is at the 
far southern boundary of the Nevada Test Site, r,ther than for any unique 
radlonuclide detection capabilities. Without a~y final standard, it is 
impossible for the Tribe to assess and verifY the DOE's claims of 
compliant repOSitory operations. Therefore, ~ final Repository EIS 
should incorporate the EPA's final rule regardIng acceptable radiation 
releases from the repository. I 

Specific Impacts to the Timblsha Shoshone r4be and its resources 

The U.S, Department of the Interior has recognized the Tribe as an 
"affected Indian tribe" under the Nuclear Wastej Policy Act. Neither the 
draft SEIS nor the draft Rail ElS recognize the pr~xlmity of the tribe to the 
site and the likely im~ that will be felt 'throughout each' phase of the 
Yucca Mountain Project. The final EIS's sh~1d asses and analyze 
Impacts to the Tribe'$ drinking water supply, imptlcts from truck transport 
of nuclear malerials through tribai lands, socio-ecr,nomic impactst impacts 
to cultural resources, and envirQnmental justice I issues. The DOe also 
must ensure that the Tribe has adequate resoul'Q:es to fully participate in 
the oversight process, which includes the ability tb mean;ngfully comment 
on the SEIS. : 
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NEPA Procedural Con~m$ 

The spirit and intent of NEPA is to maximize ~UbIiC input regarding the 
environmental impacts of actions undertaken by, federal agencies. NEPA 
public meetings 'allow impacted citizens and othbr members of the public 
the opportunity to formally comment on any potential impacts on federal 
projects. The DOE needs to ensure that NEPAipublic meetings are held 
in appropriate places that include all stake hold~rs, and that it speclflcallv 
consult with the Tribe on the potentia' environmental Impact! of the 
project. I 

;, 

Thank you for-the opportunity to comment on tte draft Repository SEIS 
and the draft Rail EIS. The Tribe again reque ts that· DOE extend the 
comment period for comments on the SEIS, and provide adequate 
resources to aRow for meaningful participation in this process. 

I 
Please contact me at (702) 278-3238 if ycpu have any questions 
concerning these comments. I 

I Si~M~~ ____ --

EdBea(l(l~ 
Vice-Chairman Timbisha Shoshone Tribe 
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